
The new project aims to divide the demining 
functions into several collaborative robots that 
operate on the reclaimed land, ensuring maximum 
eficiency and safety for the deminers. The process is 
structured as follows:
-- First, the impact robot passes the area, effectively 
disarming the anti-personnel mines on the ground's    
surface.
- Then the robot, equipped with a metal detector,

scans to detect mines in a metal.  
-- The third robot equipped with a geo-radar can 
detect explosive devices in steel and plastic housing. 
The distribution of specialized functions among 
different robots improves the functionality of the 
robots. It makes them lighter and more mobile, 
making them suitable for working in any terrain, 
including rugged terrain. Thus, let me introduce three 
new models of sapper new models of sapper robots from LeoTronics.

speed and eficiency in clearing anti-personnel 
mines, tripwire mines, and explosive remnants of 
war. Mine clearance systems are intended for the 
destruction of anti-personnel and unexploded 
ordnance. TrackReitar MH can perform some 
engineering in addition to demining. This machine is 
a rotating working body brought forward, to which 
dozensdozens of chains with loads are attached. Such a 
machine easily neutralizes anti-personnel mines, 
destroying them or causing them to detonate.

The irst robot in this range was named TrackReitar 
CleanField MH. MH is the abbreviation from 
MineHunter. Remotely operated demining robot 
TrackReitar CleanField MH intended to work 
primarily in areas contaminated with 
anti-personnel mines. Also, this robot can be used to 
neutralize tripwire mines without endangering a 
person.person. This wonderful machine can be used both 
during hostilities and for humanitarian demining. 
Demining system is characterized by the highest 



The third one is TrackReitar CleanField GPR, equipped 
with Ultrawideband impulse Ground-Penetrating 
Radar. This robot is intended to detect and deine coor-
dinates of subsurface objects with electrical properties 
that differ from the surrounding soil. The primary 
purpose of this machine is to see plastic antipersonnel 
mines (APMs) and improvised explosive

The second robot from this range is TrackReitar Clean-
Field MD (Metal Detector). This machine is equipped 
with a special metal detecting sensor designed to ind 
mines. This device can detect and provide 2D images of 
objects on or under the ground. Metal detectors are 
considered the most reliable sensors for mine detection 
work.

devices (IEDs). Particular challenges for deminers are 
APMs and IEDs. Plastic APMs cannot be detected by 
metal detectors (MDs). IEDs are dificult to defend 
against because they can be made in different ways, 
using materials that are intended to shield them from 
detection. The best tool for such dangerous things is 
ground-penetrating radar.

LeoTronics demining robots occupy the niche of 
cost-effective, lightweight robots for generally 
humanitarian demining. Eficiency is achieved by using 
three models of TrackReitar CleanField robots together 
and at the same time. After the TrackReitar CleanField 
MH disarms anti-personnel mines, the subsequent 
work is carried out more quickly and eficiently, as there 
isis no risk of damage from landmines. In addition, these 
robots of small size can work in cramped spaces - where 
a large machine will not pass. The relevance of such 
robots is conirmed by the research conducted by NATO 
in the project SPS G5731 Multi-sensor cooperative 
robots for shallow buried explosive threat detection 
DEMINING ROBOTS.

possibility of equipping with 
interchangeable equipment.
Don't forget to subscribe to our 
YouTube channel LeoTronics EU, and 
you will always be aware of our news.

- High cost-eficiency
- Ability to be repaired in the ield
- Signiicant increase in clearing speed
- Versatility - robots can be used to 
perform other tasks due to the 

Demining Robot TrackReitar CleanField MD


